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 Folio 
No’s 

Description Date Status Reason for non-release or 
deferral 

Open Access release status 

1 - 11 Ministerial Brief M-16/1049 and 
Attachments A & B 

08/08/2016 Full access  Full access 

12 - 15 Ministerial Brief M-16/1137 24/08/2016 Partial access Schedule 2, section 2.2(a)(ii) 
(prejudice the protection of an 
individual’s right to privacy or any 
other right under the Human Rights 
Act 2004) 

Partial access 

16 - 24 Ministerial Brief M-16/1176 
(Hardcopy brief incorrectly 
numbered M-16/1049) 

30/08/2016 Full access  Full access 
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The current SFAs between SHHS and Inanna expired on 30 June 2016. To ensure 
service continuity while Inanna complies with the Binding Instructions, SHHS 
negotiated a 3 month extension to 30 September 2016.  
Key developments are summarised below:  

March – September 2016 

• SHHS sent a Letter of Intent to Inanna, advising that SHHS will contact
Inanna to discuss the future of the SFA.

31 March 2016 

• SHHS informed Inanna that SHHS was seeking advice on how the matter
would impact on the current SFA between Inanna and SHHS.

31 May 2016 

• SHHS Senior Manager informed Inanna that SHHS would like to offer a
3 month extension to the current SFA while negotiations with the HSR
were being undertaken.

22 June 

• The letter of extension to 30 September 2016 was signed. 5 July by acting CEO Jessica 
Aulich  
25 July by new CEO Ms 
O’Sullivan.  
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DRAFT:  IN CONFIDENCE 

Attachment B 

Inanna Inc - Contingency and Transition Planning Proposal 

Background 

In 2015-16, Inanna received around $1.92 million across five programs to provide specialist homelessness 
services to women; families; and indigenous people and to manage head leases.  During the first 9 months 
of 2015-2016, Inanna supported 305 clients. As at July 2016, Inanna had 52 HACT properties through the 
HAAP program to provide its services.  

Proposed Strategy 

This proposal identifies an immediate and longer term strategy to ensure the continuity of the services 
across three stages.  An initial timeframe is at Figure 1:  

1. Contingency Planning

The objective of the contingency plan is to ensure service delivery continues for service users should 
Inanna operations cease. SHHS has identified three possible options for the contingency plan, outlined in 
the Options section below.  Timeframes in the current contingency plan have been based on Inanna 
services ceasing on 1 October 2016, at the end of their current funding, as a worst case scenario.  The 
strategy is intended to be mobilised only if, and when, it is needed, so dates and timeframes may change. 

In addition, it is proposed that an Advisory Committee would be established as soon as required to 
provide advice and oversight on immediate options for service delivery, as well as to guide longer term 
planning for Inanna service users and services. 

Proposed membership for the Advisory Committee would include representatives from HACS (Executive, 
SHHS, and HAAP), the Human Services Registrar, a Joint Pathways Executive Representative, OneLink, and 
ATSI Representatives/Elected Body.  

2. Implementation of the Contingency Plan:  In the worst case scenario, the Contingency option to be
selected in consultation with the Advisory Committee would be implemented from 1 October 2016.

3. Long-term plan: This would involve consultation with the sector and service users around the long term
future of programs previously provided by Inanna, including a strategy and timeframes to tender for
services (i.e. select or open tender).
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Options for Contingency Plan 

Options are focused on minimising disruption for service users. In all options, service users will remain in 
their current accommodation (ie HAAP properties allocated to Inanna for their specialist homelessness 
services).  However, the support provider would need to change.  For clients, this may mean a new case 
manager. It is expected that clients will be able to continue with their current case plan, and that Inanna 
would work with clients to ensure a smooth transition, reducing the need for them to re-rell their story 
to a new service provider.  

Option 1: Separation of support and tenancy management 
As the provider of the HAAP properties used for Inanna’s programs, HACS could take over tenancy 
management temporarily, coordinated by a Project Officer. However, as HACS does not provide service 
delivery in the specialist homelessness sector, SHS support would need to be provided by a current SHS 
provider. The co-ordinator could work with existing Inanna clients to identify their preferred SHS 
provider, with a “fee for service” provided to the selected organisation for the support component. 
Under this approach, it may be possible for some existing Inanna head leased tenants to be signed in 
place to public housing tenancies. 

Pros and cons 
There may be some risks around HACS providing tenancy management in the specialist homelessness 
sector, especially managing expectations that it is a de-facto public housing tenancy. While it would offer 
current service users significant choice in service provider, the approach is likely to be resource intensive, 
especially given the temporary nature of accommodation provided. Alternative providers may not be 
willing or have capacity to accept referrals, even with a fee-for-service component approach. 

Option 2: Allocate programs to existing SHS/ Community Housing (CH) providers based on capacity and 
expertise  
Inanna programs could be reallocated to existing SHS or CH provider(s) who operate similar programs 
under a short-term agreement (eg 1 October 2016-30 June 2017). Alternative provider(s) would 
temporarily take over delivery of each of the five Inanna programs, until a tender process could be 
instituted.  The HAAP properties would be allocated to the nominated service provider(s) and they would 
take on full support provision. A preliminary assessment of suitable providers is at Table 1. This option 
would not prevent a single provider taking on the ‘supervision’ of the current staff and programs. 

Pros and cons 
This option ensures the current suite of Inanna programs is maintained in the sector, pending longer 
term planning and tendering for a new provider, or providers, of the services.   

This approach may be a more feasible alternative for the sector, because it offers providers greater 
certainty around total funding and timing of the contract than would a fee-for service approach. It may 
also offer a more administratively streamlined process. 

Option 3: OneLink to allocate Inanna clients to alternative specialist homelessness programs 

Existing clients could be referred through OneLink to alternative SHS programs, with the tenancy 
management and support component transferring to the new program. For example, a client in the 
Women and Children’s Program could identify Northside Community Service (NCS) as their preferred 
provider and OneLink would facilitate the referral. So that this process does not ‘cut into’ the current 
number of places provided by NCS, a ‘fee-for-service’ payment or funding supplement would be 
required, covering tenancy management and support. 
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Pros and cons 
Although a tender process would still be required, this option would have the practical impact of 
‘dismantling’ the Inanna programs in the short term.  
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• No response received from Inanna. SHHS followed with phone call and left a 
message to the CEO. Inanna staff rang SHHS and advised that: ‘CEO has been 
aware that SHHS is following up and that the CEO email address has been 
compromised. Because the CEO is busy with back to back meetings, she will 
get back to SHHS next week’.   SHHS asked for alternative email address to 
contact the CEO. Staff advised that no alternative email is available.  

12 August 2016  
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SHHS has been kept informed by the HSR regarding Inanna’s non-compliance 
with the National Community Housing Registration.  
Key developments are summarised below:  

On- going since February 
2016  

• SHHS was informed by HSR of Inanna’s issue of non-compliance with the 
National Community Housing.  

Mid February 2016  

• SHHS joined the meeting between HSR and Inanna’s acting CEO 
regarding the non-compliance issues.  

29 February 2016  

• HSR issued new Binding Instructions to Inanna. 31 May 2016  

• SHHS has been in close consultation with HSR in preparing updates and 
advice to the Executive and Ministers on the matter.   

• SHHS sought advice from HSR regarding the impact of the matter on the 
current Service Funding Agreement between SHHS and Inanna and 
future funding negotiations. 

On-going since February 
2016  
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The current SFAs between SHHS and Inanna expired on 30 June 2016. To ensure 
service continuity while Inanna complies with the Binding Instructions, SHHS 
negotiated a 3 month extension to 30 September 2016.  
Key developments are summarised below:   

March – September 2016 

• SHHS sent a Letter of Intent to Inanna, advising that SHHS will contact 
Inanna to discuss the future of the SFA. 

31 March 2016 

• SHHS informed Inanna that SHHS was seeking advice on how the matter 
would impact on the current SFA between Inanna and SHHS. 

31 May 2016  

• SHHS Senior Manager informed Inanna that SHHS would like to offer a  
3 month extension to the current SFA while negotiations with the HSR 
were being undertaken. 

22 June  

• The letter of extension to 30 September 2016 was signed.   5 July by acting CEO Jessica 
Aulich  
25 July by new CEO Ms 
O’Sullivan.  

 • Continued liaison with Human Services Registrar  July – August 2016 
 • Advice received Board and CEO have resigned 25 August 2016 
 • Critical Response team first meeting (HACT, DACT, ACT Health) 26 August 2016 
 • Senior staff from Directorate meet with Inanna North  26 August 2016 
 • Senior staff from Directorate meet with all Inanna staff (North and South) 29 August 2016 
 • Statutory Manager and Senior Manager HACS to address all Inanna staff 31 August 2016 
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